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Analytics: Meaning Within Textual Context

“COCKTAILS”



Goals of This Session

– Explore the foundations of analytics for investigations
– Explore the foundations of analytics
– Understand search methodologies and technologies
– Understand workflows - leveraging concept search
– Discuss integrating conceptual analytics into 

investigations



Keyword vs. Concept

Management

Secondhand smoking is 
detrimental to your health and 
can cause cardiovascular 
disease



Value of Concept Search

• Avoids term mismatch issues
– Polysemy, synonymy, group-specific jargon

• Avoids intentional obfuscation of language
– Intentional disuse of a term

• Focuses on relevancy
– Accounts for context of terms within documents

• Enables more natural querying
– Allows longer queries that naturally express a concept

• Shows “truer” correlations between terms
– Words can mean something entirely different than their 

denotation in a certain context



• Similar to Netflix and Pandora, where a machine learning application “learns” 
what movies or songs you like based on your selections

How eDiscovery Can Help Investigations
Predictive Coding Overview



• Start Time: 11/11/2015 4:59:41 PM
End Time: 11/17/2015 5:40:22 PM
Source: SMS/MMS
Participants: Mahan Hank <9155045748>, (915) 487-0649 <9154870649>
X-Riskcovery: EOH

(11/11/2015 4:59:41 PM) Mahan Hank <9155045748>: Did you get Altep 
squared away? I was playing poker with their VP of Legal and mentioned 
something about revising their dashboard requirements. 

(11/11/2015 9:58:37 PM) Mahan Hank <9155045748>: Did this get fixed?

(11/12/2015 3:52:43 PM) (915) 487-0649 <9154870649>: Yes, sir. I made 
sure our team took care of it.

(11/17/2015 5:40:22 PM) Mahan Hank <9155045748>: Security upgrade

Conversations (SHORT) Not Messages



TAR “Nuts & Bolts”: Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI)

Image courtesy of kCura Corp.

• Dimensionality 
• Creates a conceptual index of by grouping 

documents that are conceptually similar
• Example of a tool that uses this is Relativity 

Analytics Review (RAR) 



• Suppose you are sorting a pile of buttons. 
• They are of various colors and sizes

Dimensionality: An Example



• Color

• Size

• Color and Size

Dimensionality: An Example

Yellow

Three Largest

Largest

Yellow



– Term Mismatch
– Term vs. Concept
– Concept Search vs. Keyword Search

Understanding Concept Search

“I really fell for her”
“They fell head over heels”
“She only has eyes for him”
“He fell for her like his heart was a mob 
informant, and she was the East River”



• Bias Issue – Because training stems from an initial set of responsive documents, 
how do we know that we are covering all potentially responsive 
concepts/issues?
– allowing Brainspace to select training documents may help

Misc. Notes



Know What You Don’t Know (clusters)



Tool Examples



• Method of taking a large number of factors or variables and generating a single 
“yes/no” answer

• Used in medical research to determine the probability of disease
+smoker | +parent had heart disease | -exercise daily | -good diet

= 50% probability of heart disease
• Brainspace analyzes a document’s features, including word occurrences 

frequencies, relationships, etc… and develops an “equation” (S-curve) that 
calculates the probability that a document is responsive

+competition | +market analysis | -international | -france
= 50% probability that docs is responsive

• Once the equation is fully developed, Brainspace analyzes all documents in the 
PC population by applying the equation to each document and assigning a 
probability score. 

TAR “Nuts & Bolts”: Brainspace Logistic Regression



• Brainspace assigns scores to documents, which represent the probability that a 
document is responsive – 1.0 is highly responsive and 0.0 highly non-responsive

• Scores can be used to prioritize review or for defining a review cut-off point.

TAR “Nuts & Bolts”: Brainspace Responsive Probability Scoring



Brainspace

• Issue/Question: Identify documents related to 
Transwestern’s (TW) future plans:

“Enron Corp., Houston, Tuesday said 
its interstate natural gas pipelines will 
begin offering capacity on 
EnronOnline. Transwestern Pipeline 
Co. will be the first of Enron's 
pipelines to offer capacity for bidding 
through an open season conducted 
on EnronOnline, Enron's principal-
based electronic transaction 
platform” 
https://www.ogj.com/refining-
processing/petrochemicals/article/17252904
/enrononline-to-offer-pipeline-capacity









Riskcovery

• Portable



• Riskcovery automatically 
ascertains patterns of 
meaning in the ingested data 
and groups “like” items into 
clusters. You can browse 
these clusters to get a quick 
sense of the nature and 
content of the data 
population. From the 
Clusters pane



Communication Heat Map





Resources

• The Rand Corporation Safety and Justice Program
(http://www.rand.org/content/dam/rand/pubs/research_reports/RR200/RR233/RAND_R
R233.pdf)

• Law Enforcement Analytics: Intelligence-Led and Predictive Coding 
(http://www.informationbuilders.com/solutions/gov-lea)

• Visual Analytics Law Enforcement Toolkit: Helping Law Enforcement Stay Ahead of Crime 
(http://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/Visual%20Analytics%20Law%20Enfo
rcement%20Toolkit-Helping%20Law%20Enforcement%20Stay%20Ahead%20of%20Crime-
CVADA-VALET-Nov2013.pdf)

• Connecting the Dots: Data Mining and Predictive Analytics in Law Enforcement and 
Intelligence Analysis: 
(http://www.policechiefmagazine.org/magazine/index.cfm?fuseaction=display&article_id
=121&issue_id=102003)

http://www.rand.org/content/dam/rand/pubs/research_reports/RR200/RR233/RAND_RR233.pdf
http://www.informationbuilders.com/solutions/gov-lea
http://www.policechiefmagazine.org/magazine/index.cfm?fuseaction=display&article_id=121&issue_id=102003


Questions?


